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THE POWER  
OF CHOICE

BUILD AN A-TEAM WHICH EMBRACES  CHOICE AND 
CONSEQUENCE CONVERSATIONS
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Land and Jarman’s 
divergent thinking test 

Defi ned as the capacity for creativity, it is the ability to determine multiple solutions to a problem. 
Used by NASA to recruit scientists and engineers.

1600 5 year olds tested.

98%
scored ’genius levels’.

2800 adults tested.

2%
scored ‘genius levels’.

As Creative leaders
We must actively be thinking divergently to solve everyday challenge.

THE 
PAPERCLIP

STUDY
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A-PLAYER BEHAVIOURS C-PLAYER BEHAVIOURS

1 1

2 2

3 3

What does A-Player behaviour look like at Sony MUSIC? 
Which behaviours are valued and create the best team and business results?

What does C-Player behaviour look like at Sony MUSIC?
Which behaviours cause challenges and detract from business success? 

List the top three A-Player and top three C-Player behaviours:

SONY MUSIC 
A-PLAYERS
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AVOIDING CONFLICT AND 
PRETENDING ALL IS WELL 

REGARDLESS OF THE SITUATION

GIVING PEOPLE A MESSAGE THEY 
NEED TO HEAR AND ACTING IN THEIR 

BEST INTEREST

BEING NICE BEING KIND
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Personal examples of being ‘nice’ 
and the consequences

NICE VS KIND

Personal examples of being ’kind’ 
and the consequences

What, if any thing, could you 
have done  differently?

What ‘kind’ feedback should you 
give to someone currently?
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Clear Expectations
Ensure everyone understands what 

performance levels are required so a 
performance shortfall is not a surprise.

Swift Action
Never wait too long to address  

performance issues.

Change Champion
Your goal is to achieve a 100% mutually 

beneficial outcome.

Sell the Benefits
Always explain the long term benefits,  

even if that means short term pain.

TOUGH LOVE
YOUR ROLE AS A 

MANAGER AND COACH
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MIRRORMIRROR
Answer the following questions from your perspective and 

from the perspective of the person you need to have a tricky 
conversation with...

What do you consider the  
performance issue to be?

What do you consider the  
performance issue to be?

1
What implication or impact does  

the performance issue  have for you and the 
wider team?

What implication or impact does the 
performance issue  have for you and  

the wider team?2
How have you contributed to the current 

performance issue?
How have you contributed to the current 

performance issue?

3
What have your intentions been? What have your intentions been?

4
What does success look like for you? What does success look like for you?

5

YOUR 

PERSPECTIVE
Their PERSPECTIVE
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IDEAS TO TACKLE TRICKY 
CONVERSATIONS

IDENTIFY 
the performance 

issue plus any data or 
examples

ENGAGE
to really understand  
their perspective and 

explain yours

DESCRIBE
the impact it is having 
on their ability to be 

truly successful and on 
others to be successful 

AGREE ACTIONS
together on how you 

can be 100% successful 
moving forward 

IDENTIFY

DESCRIBE

ENGAGE

AGREE ACTIONS
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YOUR ROLE IS TO GIVE EVERYONE 
THE BEST OPPORTUNITY TO BE AN 

A-PLAYER.

Þ

YOUR ROLE IS ALSO TO DISTINGUISH 
WHERE BEST THEY CAN BECOME AN 

A-PLAYER. 

MANAGING
CONSEQUENCES

AND CHOICES
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Why do they deserve your gratitude 
gift?

How did they make you feel as a result?

Who will you give your gratitude  
gift to?

What behaviours have they shown?

COMPLETE YOUR  
SONY MUSIC GIFT OF GRATITUDE
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NOTES...
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NOTES...
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NOTES...


